Hand Lever Winch

TC-LW 2000
Item No.: 2260150
Ident No.: 11018
Bar Code: 4006825643244
The Einhell TC-LW 2000 hand lever winch is suitable for pulling and tensioning loads with a maximum tensile load of 2,000 kg and a maximum useable
distance of 1.6 meters. The product is supplied with a 3.3 meter twist-free wire cable (Ø 6 mm) and a guide roller with load hook which has a retention
latch. The retention latch prevents the load from being unhooked accidentally. An automatic brake secures the load in every position. There is a safety
clip to prevent a complete unrolling of the cable. The winch comes with a tensioning spring for releasing the retaining catch easily. The hand lever
winch is not suitable for lifting and lowering loads.

Features & Benefits
- 3.3 m twist-free wire cable (Ø 6 mm)
- Incl. guide roller with load hook & retention latch
- Retention latch prevents the load being unhooked accidentally
- An automatic brake secures the load in every position
- Tensioning spring for releasing the retaining catch easily
- Suitable for pulling and tensioning loads
- Not suitable for lifting and lowering loads
- The max. payload with guide roller is 2000kg
- Safety clip prevents complete unrolling of the cable

Technical Data
- Max. useable distance
- Steel cable diameter
- Steel cable length
- Automatic brake
- Max. payload with guide roller

1.6 m
6 mm
3.3 m
yes
2000 kg

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg)
- Gross weight (kg)
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight of export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

5.21
5.53
141 x 98 x 675 mm
4 Pieces
22 kg
705 x 215 x 290 mm
1920 | 3840

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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